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Oxygen and Scavenge System Protocol
Beginning of day

● Oxygen is turned on every day so It is ready for use.
● Turn on by turning the Oxygen tank knob to the left. (#1 on diagram) You will see the pressure gauges

(#2) increase.
● Turn the switch on the red box (#3) connected to the in use oxygen tank to “on” ( this alerts us by

beeping if we have too much pressure in the line or oxyge
● n runs out)
● Turn the lever behind the oxygen tank up to “open” (#4)
● You must also make sure these levers are open when the anesthesia machine is connected in the

area it is to be used. (one in X-ray area, one in surgery and one by wet sink on ceiling)
● Scavenge is turned on for surgery days or any dys oxygen is planned to be used.
● Scavenge system is located in X-ray room mounted on the wall. There is a black on off switch which

has a green light when it is on.
End of Day

● At the end of the day, oxygen is turned off by turning the knob to the right to close, tuning the lever
behind the tanks to closed and turning the red box switch to off.

● The scavenger system must also be turned off at the end of the day.
● The on/off leavers where oxygen was used are also turned off with the exception of the levers on the

ceiling which are always left open
Oxygen Gauges

● The gauge to the left is always set around 6 as noted in the photo above the oxygen tanks.
● The gauge to the right indicates the amount of oxygen left in that tank.
● If the oxygen tank is in the red area (under 500 liters) and it is a surgery day or a day when oxygen is

planned to be used, please alert the rest of the team.
Changing Oxygen Tanks

● To change tanks, make sure the tank is closed first then use the wrench hanging above the tank (#5)
to remove the gauge system and pressure line and connect to the new tank.

● Place the cap on newly empty tank and mark a piece of tape to note it is empty.
● We have 3 tanks available. When the last full tank is opened tasklist inventory manager and we will

order in 2 full tanks.

Images of scavenge and parts of oxygen tank with numbers that correlate to instructions, see next
page.
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